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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

In this research, three different methods are proposed to address the high

dimensionality issue of preprocessing with the feature selection approaches to increase

the classification performance. For the proposed research work, correlation coefficient

(CCE) and symmetrical uncertainty (SU), which are statistical measures and an

unsupervised approach for clustering the best feature set, are considered base points.

In the first approach, the selected features arein# congregatedin# into a finitein# number

of clustersin# by gradingin# their CCEin# and comparingin# the SU valuesin#. In eachin# clusterin#, a

feature with maximumin# SUin# valuein# is in#retained while in#remaining features in#in the in#same

cluster are ignored. This method was in#examined with in#Ten in#(10) in#realin#-in#time in#benchmark

datain#sets. Experimentalin# in#outcomesin# show thatin# the in#proposed method outruns most

conventional feature selection methods (Gain Ratio, Information Gain, Chi-Square, and

Relief) accuracy. This method is tested using Naive Bayes, Treein#- in#Based, Lazy, and Rule

- in#Based learners. The in#proposed methodin# performedin# better than traditional IG and Chi

methods on 70 % of the data sets. It is also displayed better results onin# 50in# % of the in#data

setsin# than Relief. The proposed method noticed better results on 80in# % of the in#data in#sets

than GR. For this comparison, all the algorithms' average classification accuracy (Jrip,

Ridor, J48, SC, NB, IBK) is considered.

The proposed approach also experimented on a very high dimensional Colon

cancer microarray dataset. It has 2000 features and two classes. As per the steps proposed

in the algorithm, firstly, SU was applied and determined the features whose score is

above zero. We could get 138 features whose SU score is above zero. Then, the CCE

matrix of those 138 features is constructed. Then, the weight of each feature is calculated.

After completion of the process, we could get a subset of 38 features. Comparative

analysis reveals that the proposed algorithm performs better than all traditional methods

with Jrip, J48, and NB classifiers. It is also competing with Chi and performing better if

all the features are considered using Ridor. The proposed method is performing a little

lower than all existing but recorded improved performance with IBK.
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In the second approach, an unsupervised feature selection method operating on

filter-based ranking approaches has been discussed. First, a balanced data set after

applying SMOTE (if the data set is not balanced) is chosen, then four basic filter methods

are evaluated. Each feature in the data set relevance score is recorded to form the

unsupervised datain# setin#. The data set is then normalized to bring the values of all the

features in the same range. After that, the normalized data set is grouped into a finite

numberin# of optimal clustersin#. The numberin# of features in each cluster is minimized after

this task. MLP is appliedin# to each cluster in#of in#features, and basedin# on its lowest RMSE

rate, the best cluster is designated. The best cluster of features is examined with in#four

in#different classifiersin# such as in#NB, Jrip, in#J48, and IBK over six public domain datasets and

then in#compared with in#existing filter in#methods. As a result of this method, approximately

35-40% (Average of all) of features are chosen for classification tasks. Therefore, the

consumption of memory canin# be in#reduced, and the accuracy of in#classification in#can be

in#accelerated.

The proposed approach noticed 83.33% competitive rate than IG and GR, i.e., out

of 6 datasets, the proposed method average classification accuracy of all classifiers is

competing over five datasets. It also displayed a 66% competitive rate than the

Chi-Squared attribute evaluator. Out of 6 datasets, the average classification accuracy of

all classifiers for the proposed method is competing over four datasets and also displayed

a 50% competitive rate than Relief. Out of 6 datasets, the proposed method average

classification accuracy of all classifiers is competing over three datasets.

Proposed and existing methods generated features are evaluated with NB, Jrip,

J48, and IBK. The accuracy of the traditional method over the individual algorithm was

compared with the proposed method. Each classifier had 24 comparisons (4 traditional

methods and six datasets). In the case of Jrip, 13 times its accuracy is recorded positive,

so a 55% success rate is displayed. J48 stood 16 times positive, so 66% success rate is

recorded. NB displayed 21 times positive accuracy, so its success rate is 88%. IBK

success rate is 75%, as its accuracy is displayed 18 times better.
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In the third approach, based on SU, a feature selection approach is contributed to

this research. Using the method, four clusters are formed without duplication in it. The

generated cluster of features are tested with lazy learners, Bayes, Tree, and rule-based

classification techniques. Each cluster formed by the proposed algorithm suggests a

maximum of 25 % of features. To evaluate the cluster of features, top 'N' features drawn

by existing filter-based methods like Relief, CHI, GR, and IG are considered and

evaluated using the same classifiers. The methodology is applied to six datasets that are

freely available in the public domain. Investigational outcomes displayed that at

minimum, one cluster of features, sometimes more than one cluster of features displaying

improved results than existing methods. Instead of testing each cluster against the

existing methods, a revised distributed feature selection (DFS) approach is proposed,

which is applied to very high dimensional data sets. The result of DFS revealed that the

size of the feature space reduced, and classification with the selected features increased

the performance also.

With these methodologies and their outcomes, research is concluded that the

proposed methodologies can be considered to get better results, instead of considering

existing filter-based ranking methods and for eradicating the drawbacks of filter-based

approaches.
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6.1 Limitations And Future Scope

In this research, Symmetric Uncertainty is considered as a pivotal component to

record the feature strength or score. Instead of considering Symmetric Uncertainty as a

critical criterion, IG or CHI or GRAE or Relief can also be considered for forming a

subset of features which may give different results. The proposed methodologies are

tested on a dataset that has continuous values. It may or may not give the desired results

in case of a categorical dataset or mixture of the continuous and categorical dataset. As

the dataset size increases, the time consumption to test the experiment is also increasing,

to minimize this factor, the experiment can be planned parallelly using Hadoop or apache

spark framework.


